
MasterCraft Safety Introduces The Nomad Seat;  

Quality At A Price Anyone Can Afford 
 
 

Quality does not come inexpensively, and MasterCraft Safety has a reputation for 
crafting the best safety equipment in the industry.  While we are never willing to 
compromise on safety, we also recognize that different households have varying 
budgets to devote to their passions and hobbies.  It was with this thinking in mind that 
the Nomad seat was created.  The MasterCraft Safety Nomad seat is a budget-minded 
import version based on our legendary fixed-back Rubicon.  The Nomad is a true 
suspension seat designed from the ground-up and featuring precision-crafted tubular 
construction, an open-mesh liner, and high resiliency foam for comfort, longevity and 
durability. 
 
The Nomad seat offers many of the same features and qualities that made the 
MasterCraft brand a mainstay amongst off-road and Jeep enthusiasts.  So how is 
MasterCraft Safety able to offer a full featured seat at a price point under $200?  Like 
Henry Ford's original Model T, the Nomad is only available in black, and the fixed back 
requires less moving components than MasterCraft Safety’s popular Baja RS seat.   
  

Mounting and installation is easy too!  The Nomad seat will install in all the same 
applications as our Rubicon and uses the same mounting kit as well.  The easy-care, 
wear-resistant proprietary UV treated seat cover fabric ensures your seat will last many 
seasons.  Just like all MasterCraft Safety seating, the value-packed Nomad is Federal 
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) tested and rated so you and your family can 
have confidence in your equipment on the trail. 

 Bolt-in Application for Most CJ5s, all CJ7 and YJs 

 Deep-sided seat for Containment on the Trail 
 Five Point Restraint Slots & Loops to Secure Belts in Place 

 Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard Tested and Rated 

 Available Only in Black 

 

To find your nearest MasterCraft Safety dealer please visit:  
 

www.mastercraftsafety.com/dealers.php 

  

Or call MasterCraft Safety at 619.449.9455 

 

About Impact by MasterCraft Safety:  
Impact by MasterCraft Safety offers a full complement of industry leading safety 
equipment, from SNELL 2010 certified helmets to fire-resistant driving suits and Nomex 
underwear.  Founded by safety pioneer Bill Simpson in 2002, Impact moved under the 
MasterCraft Safety banner in 2010.  Impact's line of helmets, driving and crew suits, 
drag parachutes, window nets, and race restraints are all made in the United States in 
their manufacturing facility strategically located in the heart of Gasoline Alley in Indiana, 
just ten minutes from Indianapolis Motor Speedway. 
  

About MasterCraft Safety:  

http://e2.ma/click/1lp59/pk8xjj/9rfoty
http://e2.ma/click/1lp59/pk8xjj/pkgoty
http://e2.ma/click/1lp59/pk8xjj/5choty
http://e2.ma/click/1lp59/pk8xjj/l5hoty


Based in Santee, California, MasterCraft Safety is the leading manufacturer of driving 
suits, window nets, and innovative energy attenuating safety seating and restraint 
systems custom tailored to endure the most extreme environmental conditions and off-
road terrain.  In addition to three decades of real world testing in the most extreme 
racing conditions, independent tests by nationally recognized laboratories indicate the 
MasterCraft Safety energy attenuating seat directly resulted in an 84% reduction of 
energy in a 55 “G” load event.  Additional testing in the +Z axis has resulted in 
impressive Dynamic Response Index data of 13.7 in a (nominal) 350G impact. These 
qualities and craftsmanship make MasterCraft seats the leading choice for environments 
where safety can mean the difference between life and death, from desert racing to 
hostile territory overseas. 

 


